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1 INTRODUCTION
On behalf of Stucco Diagnostics, we would like to thank you for the opportunity to assist with the evaluation of the
stucco/stone veneer on your home. Our goal is to provide you with the most accurate evaluation in order for you
to make a more informed decision as to the exterior maintenance of your home.
Using our simple 3-Point System, we will:


Identify vulnerable areas prone to moisture intrusion based on our experience and certified knowledge of
industry standards;



Evaluate if the moisture intrusion is having a negative impact on the substrate through the use of precise
moisture probe testing equipment;



Report all of our findings in a detailed report listing items by wall section, complete with accurate moisture
readings, summary of issues, digital pictures, and recommendations for troubled areas.

We constantly strive to use the most effective and up-to-date methods for moisture testing available and to
continually broaden our industry knowledge and experience through continuing education. Our background
includes:










Certified Stucco & EIFS Inspector with Moisture Free Corporation
Certified Water Damage Restoration IICRC
Member of AWCI (Association of Wall & Ceiling Industry)
Member of interNACHI (International Association of Certified Home Inspectors)
Infrared Certification – Thermal Imaging and Testing
Former Insurance Industry Water Damage Claim Specialist
Former General Contractor and Exterior Building Trades
Former Certified Master Elite Roofing Contractor (GAF)
Licensed and Insured

The following report is designed to give you detailed information regarding the stucco/stone veneer on your home
and to inform you of items which may need attention. If you have any questions regarding this report, please feel
free to contact us directly.
Sincerely,

Kevin O’Connor
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4 DEFINITIONS / LIMITATIONS
SCOPE OF THE EVALUAION
Minimally intrusive vulnerable area evaluation of the conventional cement stucco on the front, sides and rear of
the house, to determine if water is having a negative impact on the substrate/framing. This stucco evaluation
includes stone veneer but does not include areas with vinyl siding or other exterior claddings other than stucco or
stone veneer.
Vulnerable areas are described as follows:
 Areas without soffit overhang protection. (Upper story windows with an overhang above the windows
would not be considered a vulnerable area.)
 Gable end windows and doors with no overhang protection.
 Windows that are too far from the overhangs to be protected. This would be most first floor windows.
 Roof/wall intersections without roof kickout flashings.
 Areas below the roofline of wood frame chimneys.
NOTE: Only the noted areas in this report have been checked.

PROCEDURE







Locate areas that are most vulnerable to water intrusion, typically below windows and doors, at wall and
roof intersections, and around chimneys.
Additional locations may be present depending upon the structure, architecture or particular building
design.
Drill two small holes through the stucco at specific test locations on the front, sides and rear of the
property.
Take moisture readings of the wood sheathing or framing behind the stucco at each test location.
Record and take digital pictures of exact moisture readings at each test location. Pictures of the
locations, as well as the readings, are included in this report. Any areas with high readings or reading
levels of concern will be verified with additional probe testing adjacent to the suspect area.
All drilled holes will be sealed with an exterior caulk material after testing the location. While we cannot
guarantee a perfect color match, every effort is made to match color as close as possible. In most
cases it is not discernible.

NOTE: Minimally intrusive testing is not destructive testing. Intrusive testing is not a code inspection.
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MOISTURE CONTENT LEVELS (IN WOOD ARE GROUPED AS FOLLOW):
TOO DRY
NORMAL

Below 6%
6% - 12%

Dry rot of wood can occur.
Normal moisture level in wood.

SLIGHTLY ELEVATED

13% - 19%

ELEVATED

20% - 28%

HIGHLY ELEVATED

29% - 40%

Concern with source of moisture (at higher end of range.) Mold
does not develop at this level.
(13-15% Low / 16-17% Mid / 18-19% High)
A moisture content above 19% for approximately one week is
required for significant mold growth to occur on lumber and/or
building structural components.
Wood decay fungi require much higher moisture content levels to
grow, as the moisture content of wood must be above the fiber
saturation point (approximately 28%, varying for different types of
wood) for more than one week.

RATINGS FOR THIS REPORT (BASED ON MC TABLE ABOVE)
A decision will be made based on the observed findings and physical conditions at the time of the evaluation
whether the recorded level warrants a certain classification based on the negative factors present and the effect
those factors have on the stucco and the integrity of the building substrate. The two main classifications are
described below. The other classifications, Repairs and Maintenance, are self-explanatory and pose no immediate
negative impact or unreasonable risk. They are listed as a point of reference as items to include in a regular
exterior maintenance plan.
The two main classifications are:
1. MATERIAL DEFECT: A Material Defect is a specific issue with a system or component of a residential
property that may have a significant, adverse impact on the value of the property, or that poses an
unreasonable risk to people. The fact that a system or component is near, at or beyond the end of its
normal useful life is not, in itself, a material defect.
a. A material defect is one which is both observed and deemed by the inspector to pose a safety
risk or jeopardize a real estate transaction—some material defects do one and not the other, but
many do both.
b. Material defects are issues that need to be addressed immediately in order to correct the
negative factors and stop the further deterioration of the stucco and/or the building substrate.
c. Moisture content readings in the ELEVATED and HIGHLY ELEVATED range are considered
material defects for the purpose of this report and require immediate attention to correct the
problem,
2. MARGINAL ISSUE: A Marginal Issue is a condition (usually a repair or maintenance issue) which is not
having an immediate negative impact on the stucco and/or the building substrate, but because of the
potential negative impact in the future, these items should be addressed.
a. Marginal issues usually include missing stucco components, missing or improperly flashed
locations, minor cracking in the stucco, etc.
b. While marginal issues are not a cause for immediate concern, these items should still be
addressed at some future time by the homeowner, based on the recommendations in this report.
These are areas of potential concern which could lead to more serious problems if left
unaddressed.
c. Moisture content readings at the higher end of the SLIGHTLY ELEVATED range are considered
marginal issues for the purpose of this report, meaning it may or may not pose a serious
concern to the structure and can sometimes be corrected by addressing the source of the
moisture intrusion.
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Moisture percentages may vary from state to state; however, the moisture percentages noted above are
within accepted tolerances. The moisture levels are noted in this report with their respective locations.
The attached pictures are an integral part of the report and include the moisture levels as well.

EXPLANATION AND DISCLAIMER
A Vulnerable Area Stucco Evaluation is used to determine if water is having a negative impact on the framing
and/or substrate of a house. For the purpose of this report, stucco and stone veneer are considered the same
because of the similar materials and similar process of application. The same components are used on stucco wall
systems that are used for stone veneer wall systems. The evaluation does not include areas with vinyl siding or
other exterior cladding materials. This is a minimally intrusive moisture test. It is not a destructive test, nor does it
include any form of destructive testing.
NOTE: Intrusive testing is not a code inspection.







Our stucco evaluation and report will come to conclusions and if necessary make recommendations. The
presence or absence of stucco components does not, by itself, mean that the stucco siding is defective,
damaged or not working properly. The purpose of this test is to determine if the wood behind the stucco is
being damaged by moisture, regardless of the observed components.
The presence or absence of key components can help in determining the source of water intrusion, if
detected. Just because these components are missing or not installed does not mean that the stucco is
not performing as intended.
Some of these components may not have been included in the professional standards at the time the
house was built and the original stucco was installed. It is only in recent years that professional standards
are recognizing the problems that moisture can cause on a structure and changes in the standards are
being made to address these issues as they relate to the installation and use of stucco components
during application. They are listed in this report only to note that application guidelines were not followed.
The stucco siding may perform as intended even without these components.
It is best practice to install the proper components during original application of the stucco or whenever a
repair process warrants and/or allows these components to be installed so as to avoid continued damage
to affected areas.

This report only reports on the condition of the structure at the time of the evaluation and at the specific locations
indicated as vulnerable areas or those areas specifically noted in the report. Locations were determined by the
evaluator according to probable areas of possible water intrusion and in accordance with accepted industry
standards.
This evaluation is limited to determining the presence of moisture and/or moisture damage behind the exterior
cladding at the locations tested. No determination will be made regarding the presence or absence of any form of
fungi or mold. No judgment is intended or given for any areas not reported in this report. If you desire an intrusive
evaluation of the remaining windows, doors, etc., specifically those not mentioned in this report, additional charges
will apply.
You should consult a professional stucco contractor, especially one familiar with stucco remediation and repairs,
to determine the exact scope and steps to be taken for any associated repairs.
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5 SUMMARY
This summary is not the entire report. It is a quick reference listing the items of concern under their classifications,
Material Defects, Marginal Issues, Repairs or Maintenance, as described in the Ratings Section above. The
complete report may include additional information of concern to the client. It is recommended that the client read
the complete report.

AREAS OF CONCERN (Material Defect / Marginal Issues / Repair / Maintenance)
SECTION

ELEVATION

DESCRIPTION

RECOMMENDATION

CLASSIFICATION

CONCLUSION:




ALL AREAS TESTED WERE WITHIN NORMAL RANGE FOR MOISTURE CONTENT LEVELS.
NO IMMEDIATE ACTION IS REQUIRED AT THIS TIME.
Regular maintenance is recommended. Follow recommendations in this report.
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6 TEST LOCATIONS
FRONT
6.1.1

LOCATION: First floor window

NORMAL

Tested below left and right corner of window.


OBSERVATIONS:
MOISTURE CONTENT READINGS

COMPONENTS / OTHER DATA

1

MC left side of window

6.5

NORMAL

Window head flashing installed

NO

2

MC right side of window

7.3

NORMAL

Casing bead installed

N/A

Caulk applied to perimeter of window

YES

Integrity of wood sheathing

FIRM

 
Window head flashing was not installed.
Half round windows do not have head flashings because of their shape. The windows have
an integrated brick mold feature. The stucco was terminated directly to the window and
caulked. Unable to tell if casing bead was used. (see Appendix: Head Flashing)

Caulk was applied to the perimeter of the window.
Caulk is to be applied wherever two dissimilar materials meet. In this case, where the
stucco meets with the window.
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Mulling strip joining the window units.
Half round transom joined to window unit with mulling strip. There is caulk behind the
mulling strip which should be monitored and replaced if it becomes dry. Include this in your
regular exterior maintenance plan. (see Appendix: Mulling Strip)

No weep screed was installed.
No weep screed was installed at the base of the stucco wall where the wood framing meets
with the foundation wall. (see Appendix: Weep Screed)

RECOMMENDATIONS:




6.1.2

No immediate action is required at this location at this time.
Maintain the caulking around the perimeter of the window during your regular exterior maintenance plan.
Caulk all locations where the window meets with the dissimilar material of the stucco and the decorative
stucco trim.
Monitor the caulking behind the mulling strip and replace if it becomes too dry. Include this as part of your
regular exterior maintenance plan.

LOCATION: Second floor bump-out window

NORMAL

Tested below left and right corner of window as well as a verification
test to the underside of the bump‐out.








OBSERVATIONS:

MOISTURE CONTENT READINGS

COMPONENTS / OTHER DATA

1

MC left side of window

6.6

NORMAL

Window head flashing installed

NO

2

MC right side of window

7.0

NORMAL

Casing bead installed

N/A

3

Verification under bump-out/L

7.6

NORMAL

Caulk applied to perimeter of window

YES

4

Verification under bump-out/R

6.9

NORMAL

Integrity of wood sheathing

FIRM
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Window head flashing was not installed.
The windows have an integrated brick mold feature. The stucco was terminated directly to
the window and caulked. Unable to tell if casing bead was used. (see Appendix: Head
Flashing)

Caulk was applied to the perimeter of the window.
Caulk is to be applied wherever two dissimilar materials meet. In this case, where the
stucco meets with the window.

Stucco applied to bottom of bump-out.
Stucco is not recommended for horizontal applications. A soffit material is a generally
accepted material for this location (see Appendix: Bump-out). The window is caulked and
the soffit overhang is protecting the window from moisture intrusion from above.

RECOMMENDATIONS:




No immediate action is required at this location at this time.
Maintain the caulking around the perimeter of the window during your regular exterior maintenance plan.
Caulk all locations where the window meets with the dissimilar material of the stucco and the decorative
stucco trim.
Monitor the bottom of the bump-out for signs of cracking. At time of this report, the substrate is Normal at
this location. The stucco on this horizontal surface is performing as intended.
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Caulk was applied to the perimeter of the window.
Caulk is to be applied wherever two dissimilar materials meet. In this case, where the
stucco meets with the window.

RECOMMENDATIONS:




6.4.6

No immediate action is required at this location at this time.
Maintain the caulking around the perimeter of the window during your regular exterior maintenance plan.
Caulk the underside of the window head flashing where the flashing meets the window. Do Not caulk
where the flashing meets the decorative stucco trim (see Appendix: Window Head Flashing).

LOCATION: Second floor window over French doors at deck

NORMAL

Tested below left and right corner of window.





OBSERVATIONS:
MOISTURE CONTENT READINGS

COMPONENTS / OTHER DATA

1

MC left side of window

8.1

NORMAL

Window head flashing installed

NO

2

MC right side of window

7.6

NORMAL

Casing bead installed

N/A





Caulk applied to perimeter of window

YES

Integrity of wood sheathing

FIRM
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Window head flashing was not installed.
Half round windows do not have head flashings because of their shape. The windows have
an integrated brick mold feature. The stucco was terminated directly to the window and
caulked. Unable to tell if casing bead was used. (see Appendix: Head Flashing)

Caulk was applied to the perimeter of the window.
Caulk is to be applied wherever two dissimilar materials meet. In this case, where the
stucco meets with the window.

Mulling strip joining the window units.
Half round transom joined to window unit with mulling strip. Also a mechanical flashing was
attached at end of mulling strip on both sides. There is caulk behind the mulling strip which
should be monitored and replaced if it becomes dry. Include this in your regular exterior
maintenance plan. (see Appendix: Mulling Strip)

RECOMMENDATIONS:




6.4.7

No immediate action is required at this location at this time.
Maintain the caulking around the perimeter of the window during your regular exterior maintenance plan.
Caulk all locations where the window meets with the dissimilar material of the stucco and the decorative
stucco trim.
Monitor the caulking behind the mulling strip and replace if it becomes too dry. Include this as part of your
regular exterior maintenance plan.

LOCATION: Chimney

NORMAL

Tested area above the left chimney shoulder cap. Could not reach
top of chimney, only visual observations for very top. Tested left side
because this is the high side in relation to the connected roofline.
More likely that moisture will affect the left side from roof water
run‐off hitting the chimney.



OBSERVATIONS:
MOISTURE CONTENT READINGS
1

MC left chimney cap

7.8

NORMAL

COMPONENTS / OTHER DATA
Stone chimney shoulder cap installed

YES
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Stone shoulder cap was installed.
Stucco is not recommended for horizontal surfaces. This angled surface on chimney
shoulders is also not recommended for stucco application because of cracking, moisture
collection, and heavy staining. The proper way to finish the shoulder cap is pictured here,
with a piece of slate or flagstone and seal where it contacts the stucco.

Chimney was recently replaced.
It was disclosed that the stucco on the chimney was recently replaced. The contractor did a
very good job of matching the texture of the existing stucco. Color match was also done
well and should blend in time and exposure to the sun.

Weep screed was installed.
When the stucco on the chimney was replaced, a weep screed was installed at the base of
the chimney, per industry recommendations.

Roof diverter was installed at high side of chimney.
The left side of chimney is the high side of the chimney. A roof diverter, similar to a kickout
flashing, was installed where the roof terminates to the stucco of the chimney. This is
meant to divert water away from the stucco chimney wall to prevent moisture intrusion.
Visual observation only, unable to see top side of diverter.
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OTHER LOCATIONS
6.5.1

LOCATION: Utilities / points of entry through the stucco wall

All points of entry through the stucco wall should be sealed with caulk. These include all utilities such as electrical, plumbing, HVAC,
cable, venting, lighting fixtures, hose bibs, outlets, etc.

OBSERVATIONS:
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7 PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
INDUSTRY STANDARDS (an explanation of the ASTM C926 & ASTM 1063 standards)
Professional Standards for Application of Three-Coat Stucco System. (The same standards apply for the
application of stone veneer as well. Stucco and stone veneer are the same process. The final layer of a stucco
wall is the finish coat while the final layer of the stone veneer wall has the stones applied.)
The traditional application of stucco and lath occurs in three coats: the scratch coat, the brown coat and the
finish coat. The two base coats of stucco are either hand-applied or machine sprayed. The finish coat can
be troweled smooth, hand-textured, floated to a sand finish, or sprayed.
Stucco exteriors may also have decorative trim and/or corner accents, called quoins. The most common trim
(and decorative corner quoins) method involves the use of foam plantons. Sometimes the installer will use wood
but not usually. The foam planton is either mechanically fastened or glued to the surface of the brown coat with a
material similar to thinset mortar, then reinforced with a layer of fiberglass mesh tape. Standard practice is to
install trim and moldings on top of the brown coat but before the finish coat is applied.
Foam-based plantons are not part of the wall structure. There is at least 3/4 inches of stucco behind it, so the
planton is purely a decorative piece. It is the building paper and the flashing behind the stucco that keep the
water out of the structure.
The water resistant sheathing barrier is the key element to a properly installed stucco system. The barrier
provides the drainage plane for any moisture intrusion behind the stucco. When properly installed, moisture
problems from the sheathing inward should be eliminated.
Another important element is the application of sheathing products. The manufacturers of plywood, oriented
strand board (OSB) and fiberboard ALL recommend that a gap of 1/8 inch be maintained at the edges and ends
of their products to accommodate any product expansion. This detail is critical in stucco applications to help
alleviate potential cracking. More common in recent years in residential construction is the use of rigid insulation
sheathing because of associated thermal qualities as well as overall cost reduction in materials. This rigid
insulation can be either foam (polyisocyanurate) or fiberboard. Both are resistant to water damage and can
come with the moisture drainage system as part of the sheathing. Or a moisture barrier can be applied over top
during installation. While these types of sheathing are resistant to moisture damage, the same types of moisture
intrusion problems can still occur unless installed correctly. It could allow water to travel behind the wall cavity
until it comes into contact with wood framing members, and unless drainage is provided, will cause continued
moisture damage. Flashings must be installed and caulking maintained on a regular basis.
All laundry, bathroom, furnace and fireplace vents, pipes, lights, hose bibs, etc. that extend through the walls or
are placed on the exterior must be in place and flashed PRIOR to the installation of the water resistive barrier. All
flashing products shall be corrosion resistant metal or plastic set in sealant.
Where decks attach to the house, the deck should not be installed over the stucco. The stucco should terminate
at the top of the deck with a weep screed. The flashing should extend a minimum of 4 inches above the
termination edge of the stucco. The drip edge shall have a 45 degree angle on the ends to direct water away
from the stucco. The water resistive barrier is to be placed over the nailing flange of the flashing. Fasteners
securing the deck rim to the structure should be sealed. The bottom of the deck rim is to have a casing bead if
the stucco is to continue under the deck. The end of the ledger board, where it meets with the stucco wall,
should have an end dam flashing over the top of the ledger board to divert water away from this point and
prevent it from entering behind the stucco.
The top of all windows and doors are to have head flashings made of a corrosion resistant metal with end dams
to direct water away from the ends of the openings. This must be accomplished whether or not the cladding is
vinyl, metal or wood. Casing or stop beads that are installed over the lath must be placed around all openings
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where the stucco abuts dissimilar materials. Install casing beads 3/8 inch away from windows or doors to allow
for expansion and contraction.
Weep screeds are to be installed a minimum of 4 inches above all surrounding grades and 2 inches above paved
areas. The water resistive barrier is to be placed over the nailing flange of the screed. The bottom of the screed
must be a minimum of 1/2 inch below the sill plate on the foundation walls.
The stucco should also terminate 2 inches above roofing shingles to allow for water drainage with a kickout
diverter installed at the lower edge of the roof.
Two layers of Grade D paper, or an approved house-wrap meeting the ASTM standard for two layers of Grade D
paper, shall be used as the water resistive barrier. If Grade D paper is installed, a minimum 2 inch overlap is
required for the horizontal seams and 6 inches for the vertical seams.
Apply self-furring galvanized metal lath. Lath must be installed with metal cups towards the wall. It must be
applied with the long dimensions of the lath sheets perpendicular to the studs. Always follow recommended
manufacturer's specifications for basic installation, overlaps, and corners. Once the lath is in place, casing beads,
corner reinforcement and interior corners may be installed. Follow ASTM 1063 Standard Specification for
Installation of Lathing and Furring to Receive Interior and Exterior Portland Cement-Based Plaster.
The next step is the installation of the stucco, to be applied in three coats: the scratch coat 1/4 inch to 3/8 inches,
brown coat 1/4 to 3/8 inches and finish coat 1/8 inches. Total thickness over wood framing should be 3/4 inches
to 7/8 inches and 1/2 inch over cement walls. Follow ASTM C926 Standard Specifications for the Application of
Portland Cement-Based Plaster.
Proper drying time is required between the coats to allow for shrinkage and to reduce or eliminate cracks. The
first coat should be allowed to dry for two or more days. The second coat should be allowed to dry/cure for 28
days. It there is a stick-on stone veneer, it will be applied onto the wet stucco, per the manufacturer's
specifications.
There are variables in this process. Be sure that you understand how any water intrusion will be directed out of
the wall.
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8 APPENDIX (REFERENCE INFORMATION)
KICKOUT FLASHING
A kickout flashing is a diverter used to redirect water away from the termination point of a roof where it meets a
vertical stucco wall. They are typically made of a one-piece non-corrosive material such as vinyl or plastic. The
optimal deflection angle is 100-110 degrees. The kickout should be installed directly to the substrate, then install
the flashing over the kickout, and then apply the stucco. Caulk should be applied to both the front the back sides
of the kickout where the stucco meets the kickout.
Pictures show an example of a kickout flashing. Pictures also show the correct repair installation of a kickout
flashing. The final pictures also show the INCORRECT installation of a kickout flashing. The kickout should be
placed at the bottom of the roofline and installed under the shingles and under the stucco in order to properly
divert water away from the stucco wall and into the gutter.

One‐piece kickout flashing

CORRECT Installation of kickout flashing
repair. Caulk at front and back of kickout
where stucco wall meets with kickout.

INCORRECT Installation of kickout
flashing repair. Installed on top of stucco.
Too high from roof edge and gutter.
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WEEP SCREED
A weep screed is installed at the bottom termination of a vertical stucco or stone wall over wood framing. This is
typically installed where the wood framing meets with the concrete foundation wall to allow trapped water to
escape from behind the wall cavity (see diagram). Proper installation of the weep screed to overlap the joint
between the sheathing and the foundation wall is important. This ensures that any trapped water escaping via the
weep screed does so BELOW the intersection of the wood wall and the foundation wall and does not allow
escaping water to travel back inside the wall through this intersection.
It can also be installed at other locations where it would be important for trapped water to escape from behind
the stucco, such as a vertical stucco wall terminating to roofing shingles or a vertical stucco wall terminating
above a window or door head flashing.
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WINDOW AND DOOR HEAD FLASHINGS
The detail show the installation of a window head flashing (similar to door head flashing) in a stucco wall
application.
The purpose of the flashing is to protect the top of the window/door from water intrusion. If flashed properly
behind the stucco wall, this head flashing will act as a means of escape for any moisture that gets trapped behind
the stucco wall, redirecting it away from the window framing.
DO NOT CAULK the top of the flashing where the stucco wall meets with the flashing. Caulk UNDER the flashing
where the flashing meets with the window/door as shown in the diagram.
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MITER JOINTS ON WOOD WINDOWS
Over 80% of the moisture issues related to stucco wall systems originate from window locations, whether they
were incorrectly installed or improperly flashed. The large majority of those windows are wood constructed
windows as opposed to vinyl welded windows.
The major area often overlooked on vinyl clad wood windows is the miter joint. The miter joint is the bottom corner
joint of the window frame where the jamb and the sill meet. Typically these miter joints are nailed together. They
are located behind the removable sash track. Some manufacturers recommend for the installation contractor to
caulk the miter joints after installation, but this if almost always overlooked. Manufacturers of these type of
windows have recognized the issues at the miter joints and are now assembling the window frames with a gasket
at the miter joints which is intended to stop the passage of water through the miter joint and behind the wall
system. Again, this is on newer wood windows in the last few years and not on older wood windows.

Sash track on wood clad window unit.
The window sash runs up and down on this window sash track
which is removable. It snaps into a groove in the frame of the
window. The sash track must be removed to view the miter joint.

The Miter Joint
Pulling back the sash track exposes the miter joint of the window.
This example shows water staining from moisture which is getting
behind the stucco wall through the miter joints. Caulking the miter
joints behind the sash track will eliminate the moisture intrusion
problem.
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MULLION STRIPS
Windows are often joined together, either at the factory or on the job site, by using a mullion strip. The windows
are placed together, sometimes screwed together, the intersection is caulked and then a plastic strip is placed
over the intersection for appearance. If the window head flashing is not installed as one continuous piece over
this joined window unit, water can get between and behind the window framing. Sometimes with a flashing
installed, if installed improperly, water can travel over the flashing and still get between the mullion strips. Monitor
the caulk behind these strips and replace as it becomes dry so as to avoid water intrusion problems.

Water may be getting in through the center mullion channel.
This mullion is a plastic strip that can be removed. The windows were
caulked together and the plastic strip snapped into place. Water can
travel over the flashing and get behind the plastic strip. Recommend to
replace caulk behind the plastic strip.

Dried caulk behind the mullion plastic strip.
Remove dried caulk and apply new caulk.

Field-mulled window unit.
This is an example of a field-mulled window unit where the two separate
window units are joined together and a plastic mulling strip is snapped in
place over the joint. The top of the window is covered with the head
flashing but if not sealed properly, water can travel behind the mulling
strip. Notice the opening at the bottom of the window showing the two
separate units. Caulk should be applied behind the mulling strip.

Factory-mulled window unit.
This example is two separate window units constructed as one framed
unit at the factory. Notice the solid framing under the window is one
continuous piece. Water has nowhere to get behind or between the
windows from the top.
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BUMP-OUTS / STUCCO ON HORIZONTAL SURFACES
Stucco standards do not recommend the application of stucco on horizontal surfaces because of the possibility for
cracking, for moisture to accumulate/pool and then to be absorbed through the wall and behind the stucco. It is
also not recommended for horizontal surfaces under bump-outs because of the weight and possibility of cracking.
Oftentimes, a vinyl soffit material is used under bump-outs to allow for moisture drainage. If stucco is applied in
this area, the horizontal wall must be set back from the adjacent vertical wall to allow for a moisture drainage
plane. The stucco wall sections should be terminated with termination bead and/or a weep screed.

Stucco not recommended to be applied on horizontal surface.
Possible use of soffit gypsum board as sheathing beneath stucco at this
location. No wood sheathing detected.

EXAMPLE of how to finish off the bottom of a bump-out with vinyl
soffit material instead of stucco. This method allows for moisture
drainage.

